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US Federal Order For New Tactical Communications Equipment
Etherstack is pleased to announce the first United States federal government order for Etherstack’s
SFFR-6 tactical communications equipment since inclusion on the US Department Of Interior (DOI)
contract earlier this year.
The SFFR-6 Tactical Repeater is an APCO P25 compliant transportable digital radio network site that
can be hand carried to a location to provide wide area digital terrestrial radio communications within
an area. The self powered device is fully networkable via 3G/4G and satellite cellular communications
allowing ad-hoc mission critical networks to established where required anywhere in the world and
allow them to be linked back to command and control facilities.
The APCO P25 digital radio standard is the predominant standard for public safety and law
enforcement in the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand and is used in scores of
countries globally.
Etherstack latest tactical communications products were selected for inclusion on the US DOI contract
in June 2018 and announced at that time.
The contract is effectively a blanket purchase agreement until 30th September 2022 that allows the
US DOI and certain other US Federal and State agencies to purchase approved equipment from a
select list of manufacturers, including Etherstack. The contract does not specify or guarantee
purchase dates or quantities from any particular named supplier but is a major procurement vehicle
used by the US federal government for this type of equipment.
Etherstack CEO, David Deacon said, “We are highly confident that this initial order in the US will
create further repeat orders for the device within this government agency and, based on our
experience in other markets, will likely generate further orders from sister organisations within the US
federal government.”
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About Etherstack plc (ASX:ESK):
Etherstack is a wireless technology company specialising in developing, manufacturing and licensing
mission critical radio technologies for wireless equipment manufacturers and network operators
around the globe. With a particular focus in the public safety, defence, utilities, transportation and
resource sectors, Etherstack's technology and solutions can be found in radio communications
equipment used in the most demanding situations. The company has R&D facilities in London,
Sydney, New York and Yokohama.
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